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CCOB–NB, what for?

Commissioning of the integrated camera (LCA-283-F)

precise measurement of the optical throughput
determination of the optics alignment/tilt
mapping of the baffle between L1 and L2

The Camera Calibration Optical Bench Narrow Beam
(CCOB-NB) is a calibrated and (X,Y)+(Θ, Φ) positionable pencil
beam monochromatic light source.

allows the illumination of the focal plane through the full optical
system from a variety of incident angles in the 6 spectral bands
2.5 mm wide monochromatic beam (δλ ∼ 1 nm)
from 300 nm to 1100 nm
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In–operation schema

Designed and built at LPSC, delivered to SLAC in Summer 2021
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Hardware

‘hyperchromator” from Mountain Photonics with high speed
shutter

big XY table, goniometer, rotative stand, moving arm for NIST
diode
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Current state

Work lead by Andrew Bradshaw @ SLAC
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Throughput measurement

Goal: verify the full light throughput of the integrated camera,
including filters

“The full LSST beam input on the camera at L1 is an annulus
approximately 0.6 meters in diameter subtending angles
between 14 to 26 degrees from the optical axis.”

Narrow beam configurations to sample that pupil:

high fidelity: choose a single Focal Plane location, using 15
wavelengths in each of the 6 bands and 100 aperture spots.
full scan: use 9 wavelengths per band and 10 aperture spots for
one location per raft

→ ∼20000 images or 1 week of data taking

Configurations are being prepared just now through raytracing
simulations (A. Rasmussen)
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Optics alignment

The position and orientation of each optical element is
measured by the metrology team with respect to a few
reference points of the camera structure.
The goal is to verify metrology by using the position of
secondary images produced by the reflections on optical
surfaces of a thin light beam.
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“ghosts” package

Built as a Batoid
plugin: ghosts
simulation and
analysis
[github:bregeon/ghosts]

example: beam at an
angle to spread
seconday images all
over

geometry with no
filter, 1 main spot
+ 20 ghosts spots
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https://github.com/bregeon/ghosts


“ghosts” representation

ghosts are characterized by their position, diameter and flux

simple algorithm based on the truth of the simulation

DM has a peak finder algorithm that can be tuned for ghosts
images
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“ghosts” representation
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“ghosts” fluxes

the thin beam is
powerful: 10e9
photons per second,
but is equipped with a
high speed shutter
(down to ∼20 ms)

main spot will be
highly saturated, so as
a couple of ghosts
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Ghosts images visualization

2 series of ghosts
images for the same
incident beam (just 10
cm off–axis)

2 randomized camera
geometries
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Distance between “ghosts” maps

start from 2 lists of beam spots parameters

consider statistical error on spots positions and diameters

compute distance for each ghost spot to all neighbors, to find
the nearest neighbor and associate 2 spots

might not find the correct one?

compute a pure Euclidean distance between the 2 series of
spots

similar to a bare χ2

also tried to add scaled spot diameter as additional parameter

does not seem to be really necessary
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Distance formula
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Distance behavior

a few tests with simple 10 cm off–axis beam

left: rotating L2 around X with all optics aligned
center: rotating L2 around Y with L2 misaligned around X
right: shifting L2 along X with many optics misaligned

→ distance seems to be well behaved. . .
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Todo list

Some more work to be done on the distance (add flux?)

Strategy for the real data analysis

build a large data base of simulations
run some kind of MCMC to find the best match, based on the
distance between to sets of ghosts

→ need to develop software

Verify that the geometry used in my simulation matches
current metrology

Prepare data taking configurations

Prepare data reduction: from images to ghosts with the DM
stack
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Conclusions

CCOB–NB designed and built at LPSC, sent and received at
SLAC in Summer 2021 (after a long journey)

Characterize the optical throughput of filter (and the whole
optical system)

Determine optics alignment constants through ghosts images
analysis

current focus [github:bregeon/ghosts]
getting ready for data taking at SLAC in Spring 2023
and on the summit when the camera is reassembled there!
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Links

Confluence page: CCOB Thin Beam

Confluence page: CCOB Thin Beam Hyperchromator

[github:bregeon/ghosts]
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https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/pages/viewpage.action?spaceKey=LSSTCAM&title=CCOB+Thin+Beam
https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/pages/viewpage.action?spaceKey=LSSTCAM&title=CCOB+Thin+Beam+Hyperchromator 
https://github.com/bregeon/ghosts
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